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Documents: Assigning permissions on the admin side

 

This guide shows how to update permissions on Folders and Documents from the admin side.

For more information on the permissions themselves and what each means, see our guide here

Reminder ⚠️

If a user/group/role is not appearing as selectable in a subfolder or document permissions when you are editing them, it is likely they have not been

predetermined in the parent folder permissions or were left out at some point in the folder levels above the one being modi ed.

In these situations check the folder permissions of levels higher in the directory to highlight where the lack of de nition for your desired

user/role/group starts and rectify this by adding them in.

They will become available for selection in the lower levels following this.

 

Assigning permissions on the admin sideAssigning permissions on the admin side

Only application administrators will be able to make changes from this pathway.

Go to Applications > Admin > documents > Manage Documents List

 

There are 3 main elements that an administrator can change permissions for:

- The root level of the directory

- Folders

- Documents

 

 

Permissions to make changes at the rootPermissions to make changes at the root

This relates to a user being able to add new folders at the root level.

Without these permissions, users can only add folders/ les within folders already created.

This allows administrators or de ned responsible users to control the highest level of the directory.

This ensures the core of the directory is stable, can only be accessed by those authorised, and is not susceptible to erroneous changes by users

without proper knowledge.

 

https://discover.claromentis.com/knowledgebase/articles/879


The icon highlighted above is where permissions to edit the root level can be carried out.

 

Add in users/roles/groups as required to this area and click 'apply permissions' to save this.

Those de ned will now be able to add new folders at the root level.

These permissions can be altered by an application administrator when needed over time.

 

 

Changes to folder permissions Changes to folder permissions 

Please note - Document application speci cally - when making changes to the top-level folders, removing 'All registered' from the root will remove all

instances of groups/roles related down the subfolder levels e.g. the loss of a lot of permissions at every lower level. If you require changes to

Document permissions, start from the lowest level in the directory and work upwards making permissions alterations towards the parent folder/root

- this will retain permissions and avoid access losses.

From the 'Manage Documents List' area, navigate to the folder or subfolder you wish to make changes to.

Click the blue 'i' icon in line with the desired folder to reveal two options.

Select 'view/edit permissions'.

 

On the next screen permissions for that folder can be edited.



Click 'apply permissions' to save, user access will update in line with this.

Please note:Please note: If editing permissions on a subfolder, permissions may be set to inherit and impact the changes you can make and how best to make them.

 

 

Changes to Document permissionsChanges to Document permissions

From the 'Manage Documents List' area, navigate to the document you wish to make changes to.

Use the 'Expand all' button to reveal the whole directory and assist in searching for a document's title and therefore location if you are unsure.

Click the blue 'i' icon in line with the desired folder to reveal two options.

Select 'view/edit permissions'.

 

On the next screen permissions for the document can be edited.



Click 'apply permissions' to save, user access will update in line with this.

Please note: Check if permissions for the document are set to inherit as this may impact the changes you can make and how best to make them.

 

Key symbolKey symbol

From the admin side, this indicates a folder or document's permissions are not set to inherit.

This helps to visually identify where certain users/groups/roles you are updating permissions for will not have access and facilitate investigations into

making changes between folder levels to include them.
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